
CROWN
British Style Overdrive

The Crown British style overdrive was designed to mimic a variety of British School amps. From Plexi® and
AC® to rich and full detailed JCM® overdrive tones. Ideal for boosting an amp to get that desirable crunch tone at 
lower volume, or giving that British character to any amplifier.

The Crown features jfet technology combining three calibrated stages in cascade mode, which results in 
very smooth tone with a tube like character, touch sensitive and natural- musical compression at high gain 
settings.

It’s simple yet effective controls along with it’s pedal friendly size will make your life easier. Use it’s three 
controls (Drive, Color & Level) and two toggle switches (fat & hot)  to experience the pedal’s versatile and 
perfectly match any guitar or amp. 

 With the Color control you can choose between a wide range of British style amps. Combine it with 
different Drive settings and find your own sweet spot! Once you’ve done that, add low end using the Fat switch or 
punch and bite using the Hot switch. 

Controls:
 VOL: Adjusts the volume of the pedal
 DRIVE: Adjusts the amount of gain 
 COLOR: Adjusts the tone of pedal selecting amp style at the same time
 FAT switch: Adds low end and body to the sound
 HOT switch: Hot mod, providing punch and bite. 

Specs:
 Handmade in Athens, Greece
 True Bypass
 Big range of British style sounds
 1 Heavy Duty Foot-switch for enable / disable the pedal
 Internal 9V battery clip
 Power supply: regulated 9-12V DC  (center -)
 Max power consumption: 2,1mA @ 9V DC
 Heavy duty & light weight aluminum box
 Dimensions: 112mm(Width) x 60mm(Depth) x 31mm(Height)

“Each Tsakalis AudioWorks product comes with a limited life time warranty”

Contact: info@tsakalisaudioworks.com

Web: www.tsakalisaudioworks.com

 "Any trademarks attributed that are not owned by Tsakalis AudioWorks, are for demonstrative purposes only, and are property of their respective owners"
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